Worksheet 11. Vocabulary review

Complete the sentences. Circle the letter of the correct word or phrase.

1. Sunshine is ______.
   a. good for plants  b. dark  c. the light from the moon

2. I need your advice. I need your ______.
   a. news  b. books  c. suggestions

3. We listen to the ______ at 11:00 P.M. every night.
   a. advice  b. news  c. information

4. The earth is round. That’s a ______.
   a. story  b. fact  c. guide

5. The winter nights are long in northern cities ______ Moscow and Helsinki.
   a. through  b. like  c. in the middle of

6. A motorcycle is a ______ of transportation.
   a. kind  b. like  c. site

7. Traffic is slow at 5 P.M. We are moving at a ______ of five miles per hour.
   a. site  b. speed  c. click

8. Sally does math problems in a flash. In a flash means ______.
   a. very slowly  b. at her computer  c. very fast